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The Museum of Sierra Ski History
A proposed museum, gallery, and community center to serve our region

One of the many preliminary rendering ideas of the New Sierra Ski Museum building.

Proposal: Lease the Tahoe City Firehouse and the adjacent two
buildings to enlarge the Museum of Sierra Ski History, continue use for
the art center and create a Community center all with a central retail
space.
Project Mission: Our project will create a dynamic Museum, Art and
Community Center to serve our region while increasing tourism to our
wonderful Tahoe City. The emphasis will be on low risk, long term
financial viability, community enhancement and involvement,
supporting and promoting Tahoe City and local businesses without
creating competition all while discovering, preserving and displaying
our rich Sierra ski history.
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Museum of Sierra Ski History

1. Project Introduction
What could possibly be more important to place in the old North Tahoe Fire Station 51
than a spectacular Ski History Museum dedicated to discovering, preserving and displaying our
rich history? This project will be a continuation of a growing Museum devoted to education,
providing space for community gathering and outreach, all with the intent to add to the viability
of our own Tahoe City. Not only are we proposing a one-of-a-kind vibrant project that will be
known outside the city but will ultimately be a project the city will be known for – The Museum
of Sierra Ski History.
Upon its opening it will immediately be recognized that it is the partner Tahoe City and our
community needs to stay connected with the ever distant, diversifying, expanding and
competing neighborhood ski communities. This is an opportunity for Tahoe City to further
grow as a ski city as all Sierra ski resorts, community organizations, residents and athletes will
be invited to be involved. As opposed to other possible entities that could be chosen for the
site, our main objective is to create a very unique place in the community that will be highly
visible and will increase tourism, helping the city and local businesses thrive rather than
creating competition in an already small, difficult market place. We see bringing tourists to our
city and region from nearby destinations as most critical to our community. Our proposal
combines the existing, or creates an arts center in building one, creates a combination art
gallery and centralized museum retail space in the center building (building 2) and, the main
attraction, the Museum of Sierra Ski History and Community Center in the Firehouse building.
Imagine driving into Tahoe City and seeing a dramatic building highlighted by the Olympic Rings
and the Olympic Flames all complimenting a building designed to match the adjacent city
architecture and highlight the beauty of the lake. This building and its contents will distinguish
our town from all others in the region. Once inside, you will be greeted by colorful, interactive
exhibits telling the ski history story from 26,000 years ago to the present containing 1000’s of
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rare artifacts including the largest and rarest 1960 Olympic collection. On display will also be
the famous collection of the official Olympic photographer Bill Briner and scale models of the
1960 Olympic venues as well as separate exhibits devoted to our contemporary skier hero and
upcoming Olympians. Additionally, there will be a “Hall of Fame” where we will pay tribute to
all the present and past greats in the Sierra winter sports industry. Walking around you will
come across a large, modern equipped conference room for community meetings and on the
surrounding space there will be display room for all regional community group to display and
distribute their messages. You will also see a section co-created by, and highlighting the history
of all the Sierra ski resorts such as Sugar Bowl, Squaw Valley and those distant such as Badger
Pass. Ultimately, we have planned indoor and outside seating and tables with beach and lake
view for reading and passing the time. Selected local businesses will provide minimal food,
coffee and other refreshments daily, prepared offsite to the Museum Café for their own
benefits. This is the perfect place, located on the main road, near the best beach on Lake
Tahoe, along the bike trail and all in the center of shopping and dining. We see a very exciting
project and believe that nothing could be more important for our region than to promote
tourism by displaying our Ski History and no project as perfect and needed for this site as this
ski museum.
This proposed project will be a continuation of the very successful Museum of Sierra Ski History
started over 5 years ago by Stan and Maryann Batiste and David and Jenny Antonucci as part of
Tahoe Museum LLC. With acquisition of the firehouse buildings the team behind the museum
will grow becoming a cooperative effort of many interested stakeholders in the region. Our
management and board will be comprised of community leaders, professional athletes and
other very talented individuals all focused on giving back to the region.
The project would begin as soon as the approval is granted and the doors will be open to the
public three months from the time minimal upgrades from the county as noted are complete.
Ultimately, there will be four phases to our proposed development, all strictly focused on
ensuring the Museum and the County prosper with very low financial risk to either party.
Moving into the perfect location with high foot traffic and visibility will be certainly a good start
for success. Our proposal however will go much beyond a simple signage as our group has vast
resources at hand to market the museum both regionally and nationally. Our marketing efforts
will include additional marketing specifically for Tahoe City and we propose to utilize all media
channels available including television advertising in the northern CA markets. Community
involvement, marketing and planning such that there are extremely low operating cost will
ensure viability for generations even if difficult economic times ever arise.
As you know within a 50 mile radius from Tahoe City there are over 14 ski resorts located
central in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Our culture is one of skiing that began with the miners
racing on Longboards to where currently the smallest of kids are enrolled on many of the
regions ski teams. Many of us ski in the winter and dream of skiing the rest of the year
constantly looking up to the mountains imagining a skiable line. Along with our feeling of
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constantly being drawn to the mountains travels our wonderful ski history which reminds of
who we are and where we have been. The past lives today by memories of those still around
and through written records and artifacts all of which slowly become rarer and, as such, it is our
duty to protect. We hope the county sees our vision and will help to discover, preserve, and
display our rich skiing history and educate future generations while adding to the viability of
our wonderful Tahoe City. Our plan, and obsession, is to continue give back to this wonderful
place.
Stan Batiste
Museum of Sierra Ski History
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2. Signature Requirements:
Sierra Ski Museum LLC
Stan Batiste, MD

_____________________ Date _2/28/18_______
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3. Team Members

Stan Batiste
Stan grew up in Northern California as a summer resident in Lake Tahoe and a weekend skier
throughout the Tahoe region. He graduated from UC Berkeley, and began his career working in
San Francisco as an Engineer in the late 1980’s. He went on to acquire his MD from New York
Medical College, Neuroradiology training at Yale University and Interventional radiology
training at Montefiore/Einstein Medical Center in NYC. Following his medical training Stan
became president/ CEO of the second largest radiology group in Nevada nearly doubling the
group’s hospital coverage and revenues within 4 years. During this period he acquired an MBA
from George Washington University with a healthcare emphasis. Currently, as a serial
entrepreneur, Stan focuses on correlating medicine, engineering and the latest technologies to
successfully design the latest in medical, health and consumer products. With over 20 issued
patents and more than 25 patents pending he has sold his designed products to over 30
countries.
Stan is the current President and CEO of the consumer products company United Home Brands,
with prior experience as CEO of Radiology Associates of Nevada, Formex, Inc. and VasoFlow
Medical LLC. Stan’s latest work is the co-creation of the Museum of Sierra Ski History in Tahoe
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City, CA – a public benefit project for the people of the Lake Tahoe region. Stan continues to
practice medicine treating cardiovascular disease with the latest endovascular technologies,
provides the latest in minimally invasive treatments for cancer therapy as well as all types of
advanced emergency therapy for stroke, acute care and trauma. Stan is currently the Director
of Radiology at Mercy General Hospital in Sacramento, CA. He is passionate about his family
and his wife of 20 years, the woods, all outdoor activities, the Olympics, Lake Tahoe and giving
back to the world in every way possible.

David C. Antonucci

David Antonucci was born in Youngstown, Ohio. He was the first of two sons born to electrician
Anthony P. and Secretary Doris Mae (Clark) Antonucci. In 1952, his family moved to Southern
California where he grew up and attended public schools in Duarte. David received his B.S. in
civil/environmental engineering from California Polytechnic State University and M.S. in
civil/environmental engineering from Oregon State University. He earned a graduate certificate
in management from UC Davis in 1987 and a Certificate in Special District Management in 1996.
He began his career in 1973 as a water quality engineer for the State of California, Lahontan
Regional Water Quality Control Board. In 1975, he relocated to Lake Tahoe to serve as chief of
regulation and enforcement for the water board. He accepted an appointment as chief
engineer of Tahoe City Public Utility District in 1980. Two and one-half years later, he was
appointed General Manager/Chief Engineer, a position he successfully filled until his retirement
in 2000. During his tenure, his district received over 50 awards of recognition for excellence in
water, sewer and parks and recreation services. Moreover, the organization was consistently
the most cost-effective service provider among similar agencies in the region, while keeping the
highest level of service standards.
David has worked with and served on numerous public agency and non-profit boards as a public
official and private citizen. His past and current service include the Sierra State Park
Foundation, Tahoe Resource Conservation District, North Lake Tahoe Historical Society, and
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Squaw Valley Ski Museum Foundation. In 1981, he co-founded the Kiwanis Club of North Lake
Tahoe and continues as an active member and officer. Currently, David is a free-lance writer,
professional speaker, and environmental engineering consultant. He has published three books,
the award-winning Snowball’s Chance – The Story of the 1960 Olympic Winter Games, The 1960
Winter Olympics, and Fairest Picture – Mark Twain at Lake Tahoe.
David takes part in many outdoor sports and activities including bicycling, skiing, skin diving,
kayaking, and hiking. He lives on the West Shore of Lake Tahoe with his spouse of 37 years
Jenny Paine Antonucci, and they have a 21-year old son, Dominic Antonucci, a college student.

Hal Slear
Hal was born in Michigan, but grew up in Hollywood, CA. While Hal’s mom worked as the
personal assistant to Lucille Ball, Hal and his brother Tim stayed out of trouble as extras on
many TV shows including the classic hit “Lassie”. After spending his college years in Los
Angeles (Bachelors at California State University, Northridge& Masters at UCLA in Anthropology
/ Archaeology), Hal moved to Tahoe City to be a “ski bum” in 1978. However after filing for
unemployment, Hal was quickly placed in a job as a field archaeologist with the U.S. Forest
Service.
In 1984, Hal began his career in the art world, learning the ropes with a friend at Sierra
Galleries. Over the years they managed several galleries together (Las Vegas, Carmel, Incline
Village, Squaw, Tahoe City). In 1999, Hal took over operations of the Squaw Creek & Tahoe City
locations and changed the name to “James Harold Galleries”, after himself & partner James
Walsh. Today, Hal is the sole owner of the Tahoe City location.
When not working, you can find Hal paddleboarding, riding on his Harley, rockin’ to the music
at Concerts at Commons Beach, dining at his favorite Tahoe City restaurants, giving back to his
community (2-time president of Kiwanis Club North Lake Tahoe & Tahoe City Downtown
Association Member), traveling to Oahu, HI to visit his mom and brother or just enjoying life
with his longtime partner, Madalyn Bodell.
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Hal loves his job and Tahoe City because of the PEOPLE – developing true friendships among
regular customers, fellow business owners & the entire community – and looks forward to the
exciting future of Tahoe City.

Greg Jones:
Olympic medal winner, Greg Jones comes from a legacy Tahoe ski family and is a true native
and longtime Lake Tahoe Ski Club member. Greg is revered for his giant slalom racing winning
National Champion in the 1976 downhill event, taking several first place victories on the Europa
Cup and a victory in World Cup at Copper Mountain. He participated in the 1974 Worlds and
won combined bronze in the 1976 Innsbruck Olympics. A Squaw Valley race team coach, “the
Coaches Coach”, Greg has influenced three generations of racers, and more than a few have
gone on to international acclaim and continues to teach coaches to this day. Greg has coached
the Lake Tahoe Ski Team at Alpine Meadows and is currently employed by Squaw Valley Ski
Team and at NorthStar Ski Resort. Throughout his career Greg has worked extensively
representing ski industry companies and helping with sponsorships for young upcoming local
athletes. Greg has skied all throughout the Sierras and knows the mountains as both a skier and
outdoorsman and comes from a family of great skiers and local influencers. Greg second,
additional career through the years is that of financial advisor which continues to this day.
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4. Relevant Project Experience
Stan Batiste: Stan has always lead people and projects getting his start on the board of
directors of a North Tahoe home Owners association at age 15 to President of the Engineering
council at UC Berkeley while creating the successful exercise products company Formex
licensing original products to companies form Fitness Quest to Sharper Image during college.
After college he was employed by Leedshill-Herkenhoff in San Francisco working on many civil
engineering projects including design of Copper Cove Dam in Calaveras County, Ca. and created
the first commercial computer model analysis of the San Francisco water system. Following
Medical School Stan founded several consumer products and a medical products company and
has been an advisor on multiple hospital and Medical Center projects. The Museum project is a
creation of Stan’s, his wife Maryann and David C. Antonucci which 1800sq.ft in Tahoe City was
negotiated with Channel Properties at no cost. The museum was for the public benefit, free of
charge and designed, opened and operated with great success. Following the harsh winter of
2017 there was damage to the museum space and thanks to the generous offer by the North
Lake Tahoe Historical Society the Museum collection was relocated to the Gatekeepers
Museum in Tahoe City, CA. Stan’s prior experience with management, business, marketing,
engineering and construction will play an instrumental role in reaching our goals of financial
viability and business growth for this community benefit project.
David C. Antonucci: David is a Lake Tahoe Local who early in his career had numerous
successful positions serving as the chief of regulation and enforcement for the water board,
chief engineer of Tahoe City Public Utility District in 1980, Manager/Chief Engineer of the
TCPUD and during his tenure the department received over 50 awards of recognition for
excellence in water, sewer and parks and recreation services. Moreover, the organization was
consistently the most cost-effective service provider among similar agencies in the region, while
keeping the highest level of service standards.
David has worked with and served on numerous public agency and non-profit boards as a public
official and private citizen. His past and current service include the Sierra State Park
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Foundation, Tahoe Resource Conservation District, North Lake Tahoe Historical Society, and
Squaw Valley Ski Museum Foundation. In 1981, he co-founded the Kiwanis Club of North Lake
Tahoe and continues as an active member and officer. Currently, David is a free-lance writer,
professional speaker, and environmental engineering consultant – all of which skills were
essential in the construction of the Museum of Sierra Ski History and will be valuable for this
upcoming museum project.

Hal Slear: Local Business owner and successful art Gallery owner was responsible for day to day
operation and oversight of the Museums while in the Boatworks mall while concurrently
managing his own business. Hal is essential to this project with his extensive business
background, understanding of this community and current and prior work with multiple
community organizations. Hal’s expertise and prior formal work and training as an archeologist
is perfectly suited for this project of finding and preserving artifacts. Furthermore Hal’s
knowledge of displaying art will provide the museum with and expert in artifact presentation in
our space. Hal is perfect for day to day museum operations and will also function as our
consultant in advertising, marketing and retail sales.

Greg Jones: Having coached, trained and raced throughout the west coast and the world, Greg
knows skiing, our ski community and our ski culture like no one else in the Sierras. His value to
this project cannot be overstated as he has lived our projects focus and is deeply involved with
the sport and its people. After retiring from racing his life has been focused on giving back to
the ski community as a coach and mentor professionally and personally, as a life-long member of
the charitable group the Lake Tahoe Ski Club (LTSC). Throughout the year the LTSC passes
donations on to young, aspiring ski champions of the region making sure opportunities are
afforded to those that otherwise could not compete. Greg will use his connection, influence and
generosity to join the Museum of Sierra Ski History Project linking athletes, and all of the ski
community working again to give back to the region. In addition to working as our ski history
and sports advisor he will of course continue his great work helping kids with the LTSC. Greg
understands that there are many outlets for his generosity and, like all in his family, is willing to
help with all worthy causes and organizations.
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5. The Project
Our proposal for this unique opportunity is organized into four phases which individually are
designed to take months, and in some cases, years to complete. The four phases are as follows;
Phase 1: Rapid Opening – designed to get the doors open quickly, Phase 2: Exterior Remodel –
designed to enhance the appeal and marketability , Phase 3: Upstairs opening phase and
display case revision - utilizing additional space for project growth and community
indoor/outdoor access and finally, Phase 4 - Site structure review and possible rebuild. All of
our proposed activity will focus on aggressively moving through these phases in order to
provide the best Museum for the community in a timely fashion. The marketing programs and
community outreach will also outlined below will include utilizing our many resources and will
begin immediately following acceptance of the proposal and continue during all phases running
throughout the life of the Museum. Financial overview, insurance and security will also be
covered in this report.

A. Requested site improvements from the County
As outlined in the RFI the county will provide a one-time site improvement which we plan to
request for minimal building improvements to bring the building up-to-code, afford ADA access
from building 2 to the firehouse and improve the periphery of the interior of the firehouse.
These request to the county are as follows:


One time structural additions:
o Interior ADA ramp from building 2 to the firehouse first floor along the rear wall
o Downstairs ADA restroom upgrade
o Create an opening in the wall between building 2 and the firehouse possible
partially closed with a window.
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All items up to code in the lower floors including electrical/ Heating, Water, fire (may
require a sprinkler system)



Driveway and exterior space up to code



Clean out any items in the second floor allowing for museum storage access and an
office.



Secondary requests
o Change three large garage doors in the front of the building to 2 with solid wood
construction and windows and one that is treated to match the building which
will remain a “garage door” for access.
o Internal walls or drywall perimeter of interior space.
o All flooring for first floor of building 2 and the firehouse.

B. Phase 1 – Rapid Opening
Our project is separated in four phases. The first of these phases will be started immediately
following completion of the minimal improvements as provided by the county noted in section
5A. We will begin with additional improvements that will be required that are not covered by
the county. The improvement/additions will effect building 2 and the firehouse building but
there is no plan to perform upgrades to building one during this initial phase. These
supplemental tenant improvement items will include but will not be limited to:


Creating a series of freestanding walls that will function to guide visitors through the
museum as we plan the displays to be primarily chronologically ordered and to add
vertical space for added display room.



Interior decorations and painting



Additional lighting and electrical as required by the county and state that will be
appropriate for item display and follow lighting regulations.



Security systems installation both via cameras through the entire three-building
complex and a separate security system for specific display that contain rare and
valuable artifacts.



UV protection application on all windows that may expose artifacts to sunlight



Requires safety materials, not as part of the structure such as fire extinguishers and
blankets.
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Once the county has completed the requested work and we have made our necessary
additional upgrades we will begin the process of moving in all the museum components which
will include, but are not limited to:


All display cases and associated items which include:
o Rare ski history displays with over 11 display cases containing 1000’s of artifacts
and pictures telling the in-depth story of skiing from 26,000 years ago to the
present. The collection including rare books, letters, posters, Skis, Olympic
clothing and one-of–a-kind memorabilia.
o Walt Disney Olympic contribution exhibit containing rare Disney Olympic
artifacts.
o Auburn ski club’s ski and ski artifacts displays
o Early ski resort display with the oldest know artifacts from Squaw Valley and
alpine meadows.
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o Craig Becks personal longboard display including several 16 ft. longboards,
commemorative 10th Mountain division display and his extensive ski tool and
hardware display.
o Sugar Bowl’s gifted 3-case history display
o Granlibakken history display created form the wood of the 1900’s ski jump
o Contemporary Olympic displays including regional athletes apparel and Olympic
artifacts
o Hall of Fame - Sierra’s Best display


Wall and ceiling mounted items such as banners, posters, skis and ski displays and
hanging textured and other design materials.



Conference room table and up to 9 chairs with 20 additional stored folding chairs.



Retail table and retail display racks for building 2



Large elevated shelving/tables for community outreach use



High speed internet access



Telecommunication conference room equipment



Bluetooth compatible PA and speaker system for general music and for meeting usage.



AV presentation projector and retractable movie screen

Phase one will also include the creation of the Art Gallery and central retail space in Building 2.
Improvement for the county to this space are minimal and include making sure the space is up
to code and suitable for occupancy. We will then be responsible for the other items associated
with the Art Gallery and Retail improvement for operation.
Building 1 will not be altered during Phase one unless the current owner vacates the property.
If this were to occur the current proposal will be for the Art gallery and retail to expand into the
space.
All items for Phase one will begin immediately following the county improvements and will be
complete with the museum operational and open to the public within three months.
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Our crowded 1300sq.ft. space in the Gatekeepers Museum with hundreds of artifacts remaining in storage.
(Space generously donated by the North Lake Tahoe Historical Society.)

C. Phase 2: Exterior Remodel
Phase two will be dedicated to improving the exterior Firehouse appearance and the
surrounding space. The improvements and additions will be designed by an architect firm to
complement the city and the upcoming hotel while providing an enticing appearance that will
draw visitors to the city and museum. The time for Phase two initiation to completion will be a
factor of money received and details of the plan. The emphasis will be on a simple, cost
effective design that will enhance the surroundings. Planning for the upgrades with
architectural consultation will occur no more than 1.5 years from the museum opening and
likely sooner. Below is an example of the possible look of the museums exterior.
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Possible design of the new Sierra Ski Museum – Side view seen when entering Tahoe City

Front view
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D. Phase 3 – Display upgrade and upstairs opening
With the completion of Phase two we will focus primarily on interior additions and
improvements as well as a small outdoor seating area. Three general items will be worked on;
1. Upgrade the displays and display cases and the overall interior appearance of the
museum.
2. Preparations for opening of the upstairs for public/commercial use.
3. Creating a small indoor/outdoor seating area in the rear of the Firehouse and Building 2.

Upgrading of the displays is planned as under phase one our current cases and displays were
brought in from the outside, not displays specifically made for the Firehouse space. We will
have interior design consultants and a company specifically for commercial interior displays
design (that will link in building 2 and the firehouse while complementing the theme and the
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building exterior. The two parts of this phase are combined as both require interior work and
possible museum closure for a period of time. The upstairs opening part of this phase will
depend heavily on the need at the time. Part of the upstairs will continue to be for museum
archiving, storage and operation, likely utilizing less than 1/3 of the upstairs space. The
remaining two thirds will be determined and designed based on commercial and community
needs. The upgrades will require ADA compliant access and a single restroom which we will
work with the county to place. The storage space, occupying one third of the space, would be
combined with the museum office in order to maximize the public use space.
As mentioned, this phase could include the building of a small coffee and snack bar with both
indoor and outdoor seating. Outdoor seating will require creating a small deck off of the rear of
the buildings and could be place either on the first of second floor depending on second floor
utilization. This addition would be a function of the prior revenue although would benefit from
placement during the brief shutdown period expected during this phase as noted above. It is
important to note that we are not planning any food preparation facilities in any of the
buildings and will rely on outside services in order to promote local business.
Timeline from initiation to completion of this phase would be two months with the project
scheduled either fall or spring shoulder season as temporary closure would be needed. The
display case revision cost are estimated at $100K and the upstairs revision around $100K the
majority of which would be funded by museum revenues.

E. Phase 4 - Site structure review and possible rebuild
We expect this phase to be initiated no less than 8 years from the initial opening. This phase
has many variables that could affect the timing, financial requirements and even ultimate
project plan. The first step in this phase is to evaluate the existing museum from perspectives
including site aesthetic appeal, structural adequacy, land use, community access needs and
importantly its current financial viability. It could be that only upgrades will only need to be
made to the existing property. However, as noted in the RFI, there are many that feel the
existing building could be razed and a new structure specifically suited for the Museum built
with a more modern feel. This would be considered in the Phase 4 site review and it may be
that a new structure would benefit the project. If this outcome occurs the new building would
be designed by an architectural firm taking advantage of the locations visibility and special
location on the lake. It could be tailored specifically for the needs of a museum and be created
with modern aesthetic for the city. Additionally, a redesign could include additional rooms for
community access and even a small live event center and could incorporate modern
technologies for solar and battery storage to become energy independent given its great
location and exposure. The timing of this phase again depends on many things and the extent
of the project which will be better known following museum opening with receipts and
donation information. Ultimately, the location, and specifically the large space, could
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accommodate any future needs that would be desired. The potential is unlimited as a larger
footprint using up to four stories (two at street level) could be imagined for such an important
project.
The complexity in this phase is further increased as other entities are currently working towards
a ski museum project at the entrance to Squaw Valley. One of our partners in the ski museum
business, the Squaw Valley Museum Foundation (SVSMF), has been working on creating a
museum for over 10 years at the park site in Olympic Valley. We have worked together with
them to help improve the Museum of Sierra Ski History and work to get donations for SVSMF.
Ultimately a merger of resources may occur if, and when, SVSMF completes the museum at the
entrance to Squaw Valley. If their efforts fall short we would continue as noted above to
expand and follow the outlined Phase 4 review. If SVSMF is able to complete their museum
project we would combining resources at the new facility if all conditions permit and all terms
are agreeable. If the merger would occur we would not abandon the Firehouse rather we
would reinvent it to operate as a different theme museum and community center which we
believe many possibilities exist. As documented by this proposal our intent is to keep Tahoe
City viable which is essential to the community and the county. By best estimates any shift in
our current course would possibly occur in 8-10 years from this RFI submission.

F. Daily Museum Operations
With his extensive background in business operations and community involvement, daily
operations would be under the supervision and direction of Hal Slear. As our focus is tourism
we expect to have the doors open 7 days a week during the peak of the seasons and will be
open all holidays except Christmas day, operating from 10am to 5pm. When people are visiting
our region we want them to always have a place to go. On the slower seasons we will remain
open all weekend days and two or three days a week depending on the conditions and will
decrease the hours from 11am to 4pm. The museum conference room and community center
will be available during open hours or as needed during prearranged scheduled times Monday
through Friday.
As mentioned, our financial goal is to carefully monitor our operating cost which is both a
function of museum design and daily operations. As such, the initial design will utilize a single
entry/exit point for all three buildings located in the front of building 2. The entrance will be
monitored by a single clerk that will manage retail and museum access. Technology will play a
part as video monitoring will be managed from this site with cameras surveillance in all
locations housing items of value. Museum, arts center and retail will be opened and closed by a
single person decreasing operating costs. If the current art gallery resumes operations they can
independently manage their operations however we expect that benefits may be gained by
both working together to limit labor and other costs. And finally, volunteer opportunities with
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be also organized by the museum staff for those in the community also looking to give back and
participate.
Hals additional responsibilities will be that of his second passion- archeology, for which he has
formal training. As mentioned previously, we are going to continue to work hard discovering,
preserving and displaying our rich Sierra Ski history. The importance of this cannot be
overstated as now is the time as items only get more and rarer as the years go by. Perhaps this
projects lasting legacy will be that we compiled things that otherwise would be lost. As such, we
are fortunate that this existing structure will have sufficient space for a library, archiving room
and lab for this important work.

G. Marketing/Media
Advertising, marketing and community group outreach will begin immediately follow proposal
acceptance and will including the following:


Apply approved signage on the structure and street level.



Utilization of all web based and broadcast media.



Press releases of project and location change to all regional and national print media.



Notification to all local visitors’ centers, resort communities and concierge services.



Notification and coverage by regional TV outlets.



Bi-yearly TV advertising campaign on local networks specific to Tahoe City and the
museum.



Cooperative promotional effort with all local community outreach groups (keep Tahoe
Blue, High Fives, etc.…) as part of the organizational outreach museum section.



Participation in booths at all local events distributing museum and historical
information.



Participation in all public and private regional and national Museum and Historical
organizations.



Participation in all Tahoe City community activities



Grand opening and multi-yearly promotional events for all in the community.

H. Outreach and Education
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Athletic community: Local Winter Olympic Medal winner and “coaches coach” Greg Jones will
join the museum as our Athletic Host connecting the museum directly with the sporting
community. Greg will facilitate the participation with regional Olympians for both further
outreach and museum exhibit consultation. We see the participation of those who the
museum honors to be directly involved in the process. As part of our outreach we will focus on
all local ski organizations and in turn help to raise awareness and fund for their causes.
Local groups and organizations: Hal Slear will lead the drive to connect with all local and
regional organizations. All groups will have an opportunity to utilize space in the Museum’s
conference center to promote their message and gather.
Donors, local and regional communities: David C. Antonucci – As a long time Local, designated
as the “Lake Tahoe Historian” David will be the linchpin for outreach working directly with all
other important stakeholders and public agencies in the regions. David’s connections to the
community are like no others spanning all influencers in the area. This large cooperative effort
is natural for David with reach too large to note on this introduction proposal.
Learning Institutions: As with the prior museum location we will promote education and
involvement to elementary and high schools as well as providing internship programs for
college student interested in the field. As an example, during our time at the prior location we
worked in cooperation with the University of Nevada Reno conducting research for our ski
history.
Entire Community Involvement: - In or efforts to be inclusive, grow and diversify we will be
inviting all groups to become part of our efforts and add their influence. If it involves ski history
and/or the arts all are invited to be part of this project. We have designated a separate space
in the Museum for all organization to use for approved advertising and public relations.
Museum Societies: – Stan Batiste will continue our involvement with other museum and
historical entities such as the Colorado Ski and Snowboard Museum which we are currently
working on sharing resources and the Walt Disney museum in San Francisco where there is a
tribute to Disney’s significant involvement in the 1960 winter Olympics. Our involvement will
also continue locally as with the Museums of Placer County for which we yearly participate in
the Heritage Trail. Additionally, resource sharing will continue much like the current Museum
of Sierra Ski history exhibit put on by the El Dorado Arts Council and small traveling library
displays promoting the museum collections during Olympic years.

I. Artifact acquisition and care
As a major goal of this project, collecting all type of historical information and artifacts will be
led by Stan Batiste and David C. Antonucci but will be a responsibility of all our partners. Once
we have a fixed location, archive library and lab we will significantly increase our efforts to
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preserve the past. This is a major undertaking and needs to be instituted as soon as possible
and there has been very little effort in the community to secure our history. Once acquired,
Museum curator Hal Slear will follow all convention means to document, preserve and if
possible display our history. Currently, we have many more items then we could display which
will also be true if in the Firehouse. Although larger display such as our Blyth Arena model may
be permanent other displays will be rotated as eventually all will be seen.

J. Museum Security
The Museum will be outfitted with the latest Security system for interior and exterior of the
firehouse and adjoining building as well as for exhibits. The system will utilize cloud based,
monitored cameras, motion detectors and contact switches and alarm notification will be place
within the facility. All alarms will be placed to guard the artifacts but provide the greatest
privacy for those visitors. The system will not be fully described in this report and can be
discussed in detail and detailed documents will be available if requested.
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6. Financials and Viability Assessment
A. Non-Profit Status
Currently, for many reasons beyond the scope of this proposal, we are a for-profit entity
although all of our profits have been used only to grow our wealth of artifacts and support the
museum. If this proposal is accepted we plan on changing our entity to a 501c3 “non-profit”
entity for many reasons including the benefits of taxation and donation. Additionally, we
believe that with a non-profit status would be seen as favorable by the community and
government entities such as the TRPA and the County of Placer.

B. Financial Overview
Tahoe Museum LLC was established May of 2013 for the purposes of operating the Museum of
Sierra Ski History. Partners include the managing partner Stan Batiste and partners David C.
Antonucci and Maryann Batiste. As expected we have operated at a small loss yearly as we did
not charge for admission to the museum in its location at the Boatworks Mall or for the
collections present housing in the Gatekeepers Museum in Tahoe City. Operating cost were
kept at a minimum as the site was manage by art gallery owner and museum curator Hal Slear.
The minimal cost incurred included electricity, internet, and museum insurance and business
license costs. The space was generously provided at no charge by Channel Properties as
negotiated by Tahoe Museum LLC.
Financial projections for this current proposed project are expected to be very positive with
operating cost including county lease fees covered. Additional remaining profits will be used to
fund upgrades to the Museum as defined in phases 2-4 above until complete. As accurate data
is limited for true accounting of receipt and projected revenues, we will be using the similar
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regional museum data to project our financials which can be obtained if kept confidential at
request.
Using similar regional museum data we estimate nearly the same visitor volume and gift shop
spend but will be charging one dollar more for entry fee at $6.00. Given the data we can
expect minimum monthly income of over $10,000.00. We feel that following completion of
the second Phase of the project with exterior improvement we will be able to increase revenue
by 15% though improved aesthetic appeal yielding increased traffic. Our estimations are very
conservative as we differ from the regional museum in that we plan an extensive media
complain and we are located centrally within Tahoe City with excellent visibility and high
volume foot traffic. These estimations show that we will be able to cover the cost of leasing the
county building and will allow us to quickly proceed through our phased work adding value to
the city and making for a viable project. We feel that although further extensive analysis could
be achieved with the limited accurate data and conservative approach, we are in the ballpark of
the true revenue and costs.
An additional source of funding will be corporate or individual sponsorship of all display cases
denoted with plaques advertising the company or the facility donor. Minimal yearly
contributions will be asked and all donors will follow their display through with further
recognition during Phase 3 when the displays are upgraded.
One concern with revenues is that many would feel that it is unlikely that local residents would
becoming repeat visitors. We feel that this could easily be overcome with our skiing
community by offering low yearly membership costs combined with other discounts and value
in the area, having frequent sponsored events, rotating our displays and showing new items, all
while having access to open spaced to enjoy the museum and beach. An example of such a
possible event for locals would be a ticketed biannual fireworks party during Snowfest and July
4th party with indoor and outside seating and entertainment.

C. Financial Reference – Please see financial references in Appendix

D. Personal References
Stan Batiste:
Edmundo Castaneda, CEO Dignity Health Mercy General and Mercy Folsom Hospital
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Brian Evans, CMO Dignity Health Mercy General Hospital
Greg Boyer, former CEO Renown Health, Reno NV
Joy Doyle, Executive Director North Tahoe Business Association
Clyde Batavia, President Cedar Flat Home Owners Association
Jim Phalen, President North Lake Tahoe Historical Society
Joe Lanza, Owner of Lanza’s restaurant King Beach and the Hacienda del Lago in Tahoe City

David C. Antonucci:
Ron Treabess, Director of Infrastructure and Community Partnerships, NLTRA
Robert McClintock, CPA
William S. Briner, Retired, former Placer County Supervisor, former Director of California
Department of Parks and Recreation
John Wilcox, Retired, founder of Squaw Valley Institute
Edward N. Bonner, Retired, former Sheriff of Placer County

E. Insurance
We will continue with our current insurance carrier and ensure adequate liability coverage and
documentation as required by the county.

F. Current Affiliations
Tahoe Museum LLC (soon to be Sierra Ski Museum LLC) is dba The Museum of Sierra Ski History
for the purpose of acquiring and displaying ski artifact and owning media assets. We are
currently under contract with the North Lake Tahoe Historical Society to display our collections
in the Gatekeepers Museum and although we are working closely with many individuals and
organizations to promote joint interests, Sierra Ski Museum LLC is an independent organization
with no additional contractual or other defined obligations. In the past we have provided space
and resources for numerous organizations in the region for formal meeting and events
including the Lake Tahoe Ski Club, Squaw Valley Ski Museum Foundation and Far west Skiing
Association. We have collaborated with the Auburn ski club, personal collector Craig Beck,
Olympic Photographer Bill Briner, Authors David C. Antonucci, Eddy Ancinas and Mark
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McLaughlin and many others to tell our story and to display ski history artifacts. Currently, we
are also working with the El Dorado Arts Council in Placerville, CA sharing exhibits. With the
acquisition of the firehouse properties additional affiliations will be considered with all
contractual obligations approved by the county or as defined under the leasing agreement.
Currently, and in the past, we have held an impeccable reputation with all prior associations
and parties and have no outstanding liabilities, previous of pending litigation or disputes.

H. Litigation History with Public Agencies – None
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7. Lease Terms
Duration: 8-30 years
Lease payment terms: We are requesting an initial rent deferment grace period of 9 months
from the county in which there will be no lease payments required. The deferment will then be
paid back on a schedule agreeable to the county. Following this grace deferment period all
lease payment will be made as scheduled. With all other terms we expect a standard
commercial lease agreement and conditions will apply including the ability to sublease space
within the building as necessity and agreeable.

8. Proposal Coverage
This proposal provides the basic information as requested by Placer counties RFI with additional
information provided by request. As it is early in the process, we expect that with cooperation
and advice from outside consultants and government agencies, including the county, the
project will likely improve further from the preliminary plans as descried above. We welcome
any and all questions and information inquiries to help us make this a successful project seen by
future generation.

9. Supervisors Museum Invite and Thank You
Regardless of the outcome of this proposal we want to reach out to all of the Placer county
Supervisors as well as their families and staff to visit the ski collections located in the
Gatekeepers Museum. Personal tours can be conducted to those interested upon request
throughout the year. Our sincere hope is that everyone will see why it is so important to
preserve our past and join us on this mission. Thank you again for considering us for this
wonderful opportunity.
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Appendix:
1. Museum artifacts/display examples:

A few of the hundreds of Items from the 1960 Olympics

Perfect condition sweater. They were given to all medal winners
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Very rare items from the Disney team including the last know surviving piece of the sculptures.

One of our rarest items – the Official Reno Olympic BID Book (the only one known to exist)
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Numerous items directly from the Olympics and Squaw Valley
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Among many of the near perfectly preserved Original Official Olympic Posters
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Outstanding One-Of-A-Kind IBM book – Linking both Nerds and Athletes for the first time in
history. It is a landmark book for Mr. Watson, the president of IBM, to convince him to make
the 1960 Olympics the first computer tabulated scoring event ever (it worked).
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Important government documents related to the development of the Olympic Venue

Plus many, many more…………..
2.) Bill Briner, the Official Olympic Photographer’s Extensive 1960
Winter Olympic Photo Collection
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3.) Learn More About Us Through Our Media
Website: www.Tahoemuseum.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sierraskimuseum
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/sierraskimuseum/

Museum Videos (links imbedded in pics):

Part 1 ~ Ancient Skiing through early Sierra ski area
development

Part 2 ~ Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows – the early
years.

1960 Olympic Movie – Tahoe Museum

Harrah’s rare promotional Video https://youtu.be/KgMU_VUDeSM)
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Bill Kidd’s Visit to the Sierra Ski Museum during the Olympic Reunion
party (very entertaining)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5bXSBlSbzo

4.) Our Affiliations
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County of Placer
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j
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School Kids with the Great Olympian and Museum host Joe Pete Wilson

Lake Tahoe Ski Club
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Squaw Valley Ski Museum Foundation
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5.) Financial References
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